Huawei Twitter and Facebook March 23-24

1. Kunlun Gao, Vice President of the Global Energy Interconnection Research Institute, shares his views on how AI-powered electric systems play a crucial part in autonomous power generation. Watch the full replay here: https://bit.ly/3vWHyJ6

2. Check out what Dr. Georgia Ayfantopoulou has to say about the Ports of the Future during the Huawei Industrial Digital Transformation Conference. Watch the full replay here: https://bit.ly/3vWHyJ6

3. Connect, Empower, Grow. Huawei Women Developers is a global program that Huawei has launched to support women developers. Tap the link to learn more about how we’re helping women acquire greater space for career and technology development. #WomenInTech

Miss the Huawei Industrial Conference’s keynote today? Watch the highlight video here and explore the #NewValueTogether. Register for more live sessions here: [link]

These days, the most successful businesses feature employees that have a greater stake in the company. They enjoy unique benefits to productivity, purpose and resilience. Head over to TECHXCHANGE for an open discussion on these topics and more.

Profits to the people
The dedication and resilience found in employee-owned businesses are now more valuable than ever. Subsidies should not be confused with...

There is no reason why women should not become technology leaders. They need to feel they can shape the world of the future,” says Abraham Liu, VP of Huawei Europe. #Tech4Her

No one should be left behind in the digital world. This is why we developed #TECH4ALL, our digital inclusion initiative to empower people and organizations. See how we’re boosting literacy in South African 5G DigiSchools.